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Abstract In this paper we study the infinite planning horizon, countable state, semi·Markov decision processes 

(SMDP's) with the incomplete state observation under the average cost criterion. We show that this model can be trans

formed to ordinary SMDP's, i.e., SMDP's with the complete state observation. Furthermore, when the action :;pace is 

assumed to be finite, we present some sufficient conditions under which there exists an optimal stationary I-policy, and 

the method of successive approximations is applicable for obtaining a solution of the optimality equation. 

1. Introduction 

Markov decision processes with the incomplete state observation have 

been investigated by many authors, for example, [4], [7], [8] and [10]. The 

applicability of this model, however, is restricted because the time spent in 

a state is always required to be a unit time. Dropping this requirement, "re 

have semi-Markov decision processes (SMDP's) with the incomplete state obser

vation. Ordinary SMDP's, Le., SMDP's wj~th the complete state observation 

were introduced by Jewe11 [3] and have been studied by several authors, for 

example, Ross [5]. SMDP's with the incomplete state observation were formu

lated as a partially obs,,:::-ved semi-Markov optimization problem by White [1:L] , 

where the finite planning horizon, finit~, state, discrete time case was ana-

1yzed. We consider here the infinite planning horizon, countable state, con

tinuous time case under the average cost criterion. Approaching to this 

problem by the way analogous to Sawaragi and Yoshikawa [8], we show that our 

model defined below can be transformed te· SMDP' s with the complete state 

observation, where the states are probabilities on the set of the states 
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96 K. Wakuta 

of the original model. Furthermore, when the action space is assumed to be 

finite, we present some sufficient conditions imposed on the original model 

under which there exists an optimal stationary I-policy, and the method of 

successive approximations is applicable for obtaining a solution of the opti

mality equation. 

Throughout this paper, we follow [2] and [8] for the probabilistic nota-

tions, terms and properti,~s. 

We denote a class of SMDP's with the incomplete state observation defined 

below by SMDP-II and a class of SMDP's with the complete state observation by 

SMDP-I. SMDP-II is defined by (5, M, A, Ps' PF' q, 1>0' c). 5 is a countable 

set, the set of states of a system. M is a countable set, the set of observa

t ion signals. A is a Bor,el set of a complete separable metric space, the set 

of actions. Ps is a conditional probability ps(s'ls,a) of the next state s', 

given the current state s and the action a to be chosen. PF is a conditional 

probability PF("ls,a,s') ·:>f the time until the transition from s to s' occurs, 

given that the next state is s'. PF has a density f(tls,a,s') with respect 

to Lebesgue measure A where f is a Borel measurable function of (t,s,a,s'). 

Ps and PF determine the law of motion of the system. q is a conditional pro

bability q(rnls) of the observation signal rn, given that the state of the 

system is s, the characteristic of the observation system. 1>0 is an element 

of <P = P(5), where P (5) is the set of all probabilities on 5, the initial 

distribution of the system. c is a bounded Borel measurable function e(tls,a) 

of (t,s,a), the cost function. 

We cannot directly observe the state of the system. But we can only 

obtain the observation signal generated according to q. We note that we can 

observe the time when the transition occurs. 

In order to ensure that an infinite number of transitions does not: occur 

in a finite interval of time, the following condition is imposed throughout. 

Condition 1 (Ross [6]). There exists 6 > 0, E > 0 such that for all s 

and a, 

L PF([0,6]ls,a,s')p (s'ls,a)::;l-E. 
s' s 

To select actions, a policy is needed. A policy w is a sequence J: wO ' 

w
l

' •. }, where each w is a conditional probability w (" I h ) on A, given the n n n 
observable history h

n 
= (1)o,ao ,t

l
,rnl ,·· ,an_l,tn,rn

n
) EHn = <PX (AxR+xM)n, where 

R+ = [0,+ 00). <P is metrizable by introducing the distance 

d(1),1>') L IHi) - 1>'(i) 1,1>, 1>'E <P. 
iE 5 

The topology introduced by this metric is equivalent to the weak topology. 
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We introduce the discrete topology on S. Then, ~ is a complete separable 

metric space, and *-O-algebra in ~ is identical to the o-algebra generated by 

the metric. Then, we define a conditional probability qP(il<p) on S, given ~ 

by qP(il<p)=<PU), <pE~. Hence, any policy w, together with qP, Ps' Pp and q, 

defines a conditional distribution Pw on the infinite product set SX(AXsxR+x 

M)N of futures of the system, given the initial distribution <PO (N denotes 

the set of natural numbers), 1. e., it defines 

where 0 means the product of conditional probabilities (cf. Hinderer [2], 

Appendix 3). When a policy w is applied, the expected average cost functi.on 

on ~ is defined by 

E [nil c(t·+lls.,a.) 1 <po] 
_ w i=O -z- -z--z-
lim -------------=-

E [~ t. 
w i=l -z- 1 <Po J 

where Ew denotes the expectation by the conditional distribution pw. Then, 

our optimization problem is to minimize ,Jw(<PO) among all policies. We say 

* that w is optimal if Jw*(<PO)~i~f Jw(<PO) for all <PO· 

2. The Construction of a New Model 

In this section we shall construct a new model with the complete state 

observation equivalent to one defined in the preceding section. 

Let the conditional probability of a be denoted by q =q (·1 h ), given n n n n 
the observable history h. Using the Bayesian formula, we obtain the fo11ow

n 
ing relation of '\1: for any sn+1 E S, 

(2.1) 

~+1 (sn+1l hn+1) 

~+1(sn+1Ihn,an,tn+l,mn+l) 

E v(s ,a ,s +l,t +l,m +l)q (a Ih ) n n n n n n n n s 
n 

E E v(sn,an,sn+1,tn+l,mn+l)q;1(snlhn) 
snsn+l 
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where v=f(tn+1Isn,an,sn+1)q(mn+1Isn+1)Ps(sn+1Isn,an)' Letting qn correspond 

to an element q:, E q, by 

q (s I h ) = q:, (s ) = qP (s Iq:,), s E S, 
n n n n n n n n 

we see that the right side of (2.1) is Bore1 measurable in (~ a t m ) 
~n' n' n+1' n+1 . 

Hence, there exists a Bore1 measurable map u: q, x A x R x 
+ 

M -+ q, defined by 

L V(Sn,an'Sn+1,tn+1,mn+1)qP(snlq:,n) 
s 

(2.2) 
n __________________________________ ___ 

v(s ,a ,s +l,t +l,m +l)qP(s Iq:, ) nnn n n nn 

(cf. Hinderer [2], Remarks, p.85). 

By repeated use of u, corresponding to any observable history h
n

, b
n 

= 

(q:,0,aO,t1,q:,1, ... ,an_1,tn,4>n)EBn = q, x (A x R+ x q,)n is determined Bond 

measurably, where Bn is the set of the possible information concerning the 

histories of the system. Then, we define a new policy IT which depends only 

on the possible information. We call this policy as information policy (1-

policy) according to Sawaragi and Yoshikawa [8]. 

An I-policy IT is a sequence {ITO' IT
1

, .. }, where each ITn is a conditional 

probability IT (·1 b ) on A, given the possible information b. An I-policy IT 
n n n 

is said to be stationary if there exists a Bore1 measurable map f:<1>-+A such 

that 

n (f(4> ) 14>0,aO,t1 ,4>1, ... ,a 1,t,4» = 1 for all q:, • n n n- n n n 

• IT {IT IT } For any I-policy IT, we define a po1~cy W = wO' w1 ' .. by 

h .~ 
where b is an element of B which corresponds to h EH. Then IT and W as-n n n n 
sign the same conditional probability to A. Hence, the set of all I-policies 

is regarded as a subset of the set of all policies. Any I-policy IT, together 

with qP, Ps' Pp' q and u, defines a conditional distribution Pn4> on the in

finite product set S x (A x S x R x M x q,)N, 1. e., it defines 
+ 

00 

Q9 (IT Q9 P Q9 Pp @ q Q9 u) • 
n=O n s 

For any I-policy IT, the expected average cost function on q, is defined by 
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where En<p denotes the expectation by the conditional distribution Pn<p' 

also define p ~ and E ~ in the same way for any policy w, Then, J (<PO) 
w~ w~ w 

be rewritten by EWQJ in place of Ew' 

and 

Let for all s and a, 

c(s"a) 

T(s,a) 

L f~ c(tls,a)PF(dtls,a,s')ps(s'ls,a) 
s' 

99 

We 

can 

We note that the expected cost during the transition interval and the ex

pected length of the transition interval depend only on the parameters of the 

process through C, ~ and Ps' Then, for any wand n, 

[n-l 
E.<p L e(s"a,) 

J.(q,O) l1m 
i=O 1- 1-

[n-l n-¥>o 
E.<p L ~(s.,a.) 

i=O 1- 1-

Let for any <p and a, 

and 

Lemma 1. 

(a) 

(b) 

For 

E.<p 

L e(s,a)qP(sl<p) 
s 

L ~(s,a)qP(sl<p). 
s 

any w and n, 

[e(s ,a ) l<Pol E n n 

E.<p [~(sn,an) l<Pol = E 

Proof: We prove only (a) for w. 

-' <P 

.<P 

I <po] 

I <po] 

[c<P(<Pn,an ) l<Pol 

[T<P(<Pn,an)l<Pol , <PO E CP. 
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100 K. Wakuta 

J~XA p ~{d(c/J a) Ic/Jo} L p ~{s Ic/Jo'c/J ,a } c(s ,a ) 
~ w~ n' n w~ n n n n n s n 

J 4>xA Pwc/J {d(c/Jn,an ) 1 c/J o} cc/J (c/Jn ,an) 

E ~[cc/J(c/J ,a ) Ic/J o ]' 
w~ n n 

Theorem 2.1. For any fixed sequence of actions {aO,a
l

, ... }, where an is 

the action to be chosen during the n-th transition interval, (i) the stochas

tic process (c/J,t) = {c/J ,t ; nEN} is a Markov renewal process, (ii) given 
n n 

that the process has just entered c/Jn ' the probability that the next transition 

will be into c/Jn+1 depends only on c/Jn and an' and is given by 

where for any Bore1 set r of 4>, 

and 

r r (m ) _.r t . (t m ) Er} 
m m n+ 1 -, n+ l' n+ l' n+ 1 ' 

(iii) conditional on the event that the next state is c/Jn+1' the time until 

the transition from c/Jn to c/Jn+
1 

occurs is a random variable with the probabili

ty pc/J (0 1 c/Jn ,an ,c/Jn+l) which satisfies for any Bore1 set B of R+, 

PF(Bls ,a ,s +1)P (s +lls ,a )qP(s Ic/J ). n n n s n n n n n 

Proof: 
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snsn+1mn+1 
f-r Bv(s,a,s +l,t -I1,m +l)A(dt l)qP(s I~ ). mn n n n n' n n+ n n 

Hence, we have 

Therefore, (~,t) = H ,t ; n EN} is a Markov renewal process in the sense of n n 
~in1ar [lJ. 

(ii) P{<jln+1 E:rl~o,ao,t1'~1,··,a) 

p{(tn+1 ,mn+1) Erl<jlo,ao,t1'~1'·· ,an} 

L: L: p{(tn+1,mn+1) Erlsn,sn+1'~o'·· ,an} 
snsn+l 

x pis +lls ,<jlo,··,a }qP(s l<jl ) n n n n n 

L: L: Z f v(s,a,s +l,t +l,m +l)A(dt +l)qP(s I~ ) -r nnn n n n nn 
snsn+1r~n+1 m 

Hence, we have 

p{~n+1 Erl<jln,an } 

q<jl(rl~,a). 
n n 

L: L: p{Blsn ,sn+1,<jlO, ... ,an } 

snsn+1 

x p{sn+1 lsn,<jlO'·· ,an}qP(Snl<jln) 

L: L: pp(Blsn,an,sn+1)Ps(sn+1Isn,an)qP(sni<jln)· 
snsn+1 

Hence, we havl~ 
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Then, (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). 

Lemma 2. For any policy w, there exists an I-policy TI which satisfies 

(a) E ",[c<P(<p ,a ) I<pol 
TI,+, n n E ",[c<P(<p ,a ) I<pol, 

w,+, n n 

ETI<p ['r<P (<Pn ,an) 1 <POl Ew<pP-<P(<pn,an ) 1 <Po], <PO E<P. 
(2.3) 

(b) 

Proof: For any given policy w, we define an I-policy TI
w 

by 

and 

h 
where each bn = (<PO,aO,tl,<Pl"",<Pn) corresponds to hn = (<PO,aO,tl,ml, ... ,mn)' 

From the construction of 'rrw, both wand TI
w assign the same conditional 

probability 

to A. By Theorem 2.1, 

and 

Then, this policy nW satisfies (2.3). 

PTIw<p {ol<PO,aO,tl'<Pl",,<Pn,an} 

q<P (01 <Pn ,an) 

p w {ol<pO,ao,tl,<Pl,,,,<Pn,an,<Pn+l} 
TI <P 

p<P(ol<pn,an,<pn+l )· 

Now, from Lemmas 1 and 2, we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.2. The set of all I-policies is enough, i.e., for any policy 

w, there exists an I-policy TI which satisfies 
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3. The Transformation of SMDP-II to SMDP-I 

In this section we shall show that SMDP-II (S, M, A, Ps' Pp' q, <PO' 0) 

can be transformed to SMDP-I defined by (<p, A, q<P, p<P, c<P). <P is the set of 

states of this model. q<P and p<P determine the law of motion. c<P is the 

immediate cost. We note that we can corr.pletely observe the state of this 

model. 

A policy for this model is the same one as I-policy, and is also denoted 

by n {nO,n
l

" .. }. Hence, for any I-policy n, the expected average cost 

function on <P is defined by 

(3.1) 

lim 

lim 
n-+oo 

[

n-l 
E L 
n i=O 

[

n-l 
E L 

n i=O 

c<P(<Pi,ai ) I<P~ 

,<P(<Pi,ai ) l<PoJ 

where En denotes the expectation by the conditional distribution 

Pn{'I<Po} ® (n !XJq ~C9p <p) 
n=O n 

on the infinite product set (A x <P x R +) N • 

Remark 1. (3.1) follows from that 

00 

,<p(<p,a) fO t p<P(dtl<p,a). 

<P Theorem 3.1. SMDP-II (S, M, A, Ps' Pp' q, <PO' c) and SMDP-I (<p, A, q , 

p<P, c<P) are equivalent in the sense that. for any I-policy n, 

Proof: By Theorem 2.1, the conditlonal distribution Pn<p{'I<Po} on (A x 

<P x R )n x A is rewritten as 
+ 
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104 K. Wakuta 

PTI~{·I~o} PTI~{{ao}l~o} 0 PTI~{{~I}I~o,ao} @ PTI~{{tl}l~o,aO'~I} 

@ ••• @ PTI~{{an}I~O,aO'~I'··'~n} 

@TI 
n 

Then, we have 

and 

E ~[T(S ,a ) I~ol TI'I' n n 

Hence, we have 

4. The Existence of an Optimal Stationary I-Policy and the Method of 
Successive Approximations 

In this section we shall assume that A is finite, and present some suf

ficient conditions under 'which there exists an optimal stationary I-policy, 

and the method of successive approximations is applicable for obtaining a 

solution of the optimality equation. 

First, we shall show that Condition 1 of SMDP-II (S, M, A, Ps' PF' q, 

~o' c) is inherited to SMDP-I (~, A, q~, p~, c~). 
Proposition 1. Ther,e exists <5 > 0, E: > 0 such that for all ~ and a, 

p~([o,<511~,a) = f p~([O,<511~,a,~')q~(d~' I~a) 
~ 

::; I - E. 

Proof: By Theorem 2.l(iii) and Condition I, 

p~([O,oll~,a) = I: I: PF([O,olls,a,s')p (s' Is,a)qP(sl~) 
s s' 8 

::;l-E:. 

Then, we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.1 (Theorem 2 of [6]). If there exists a bounded Borel measur

able function h(~) and a ,:onstant g such that 
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min{c<P(cjl,a) + fq, h(cjl')qcjl(dcjl'lcjl,a) 
a 

<t> gT (<t>,a)}, <P E<fJ, 

then there exi.sts an optimal stationary I-policy rr*, and rr* is any policy 

which, for each cp, prescribes an action which minimizes the right side of 

(4.1) . 

Hence, WE! shall discuss on the existence of h(cjl) and g of (4.1). The 

following assumption is imposed. 

Assumption 1. There exists a state 8*, an observation signal m* and 

positive numbers a and Y (O<a, y:Sl) such that 

* ps(Ei Is,a)~a for all 8 and a 

and 
if 8 = 8 * 

>, I = {Y q(m 8) 
0 otherwise. 

Remark 2., * The assumption imposed on q implies that m is possible 

only when the system is in 8*. 

observable. 

* Particularly, if Y = 1, 8 is completely 

where 

Lemma 3. Under Assumption 1, 

qcjl({o *(o)}lcjl,a) 2 ay for all cjl and a, 
s 

* if s = s 
otherwise. 

Proof: According to (2.1), we have 

By (2.2), when r = {o *(o)} in Theorem :2.1, 
8 

- * - ,~ r :) R x {m }, and then, r (m) R+. + m 

Hence, we have 

qcjl({o8*(o)}lcjln,an ) 

E L. E f_v(sn,an'Sn+l,tn+1,mn+l)>"(dtn+1)qP(snl<t>n) 

snsn+1mn+1 rm 

q(m*lsn+1)ps(8n+1Isn,an)qP(snlcjln) 

E q(m * 18 *)p (s * 18 ,a )qP(s I<p) ~ ay. 
s 8 n n n n 
n 

Furthermore, the following assumption 1s imposed. 

105 
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Assumption Z. There exists T
Z 

> 0 such that 

T(s,a)~TZ for all sand a. 

On the other hand, by Condition 1, 

'f(s,a)2:EO Tl > 0 for all sand a. 

Hence, we have 

Then, in a similar way to Schweitzer [9] and White [lZ], we have the follow

ing theorem. 

Theorem 4.2. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, a bounded Borel measurable 

function h(4)) and a constant g satisfying (4.1) exist, and are obtained by 

the method of successive approximations. 

where 

Proof: Define for a:1.Y Borel set B of <1l, 

-

if 4>EB 
otherwise. 

Then, q is a conditional probability. By lemma 3, we can easily see that 
_ Tl 
q({os*(o)} 14>,a):~aY(T)' 

Z 

Then, White's iterative seheme: 

(4.Z) 

v (4)) 
n 

d 
n 

min 
a 

v +1(4)) = V (4)) - d , n~l, n n n 

* where 4> = ° *Co), converges. 
S 

-1 
We denote the limits of vn C4» and Tl dn by 

hC4» and g, respectively. Then, we have 

min 
a 

We replace q with q4>. Th,~n, we have 
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a 

or equivalently 
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[c~(~,a) + J~h(~')q~(d~'I~,a) 

T~(~,a) 

- h(~) ] 

h(~) = min [c~(~,a) + J~h(~')q~(d~' I~,a) - gT~(~,a)]. 
a 

Then, the proof is completed. 

107 

By this theorem and Theorem 4.1, under Assumptions 1 and 2, there exists 

an optimal stationary I-policy, and a solution to (4.1) can be constructed by 

the method of successive approximations. 

Remark 3. In this paper we have treated the case when S and M are 

countable and A is finite. We can easily extend the results of this paper to 

the following cases: (i) S and M are Borel sets of a complete separable 

metric space; A is finite; c and Tare Borel measurable; Ps' PF and q havE! 

densities, (ii) S and M are Borel sets of a complete separable metric space; 

A is a compact: metric space; c~ and T~ are continuous; Ps' PF and q have 

densities; q~ is weakly continuous, i.e., if (~ ,a ) + (~,a), then q~('I~ ,a ) n n n n 
converges weakly to q~(·I~,a). 
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